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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The relationships between movement, emotion, and ritual communion in Byzantium have 

drawn the attention of art historians in recent years. While Henry Maguire has considered 

many facets of this subject, a monumental Late Byzantine icon, the Two–Sided Icon with 

the Virgin Pausolype, Feast Scenes, the Crucifixion and Prophets, suggests others. While 

the catalog entry by Annemarie Weyl Carr in Byzantium: Faith and Power remains the 

only published discussion of this particular icon, or even specifically of the Pausolype 

(“cease sorrow!”) iconographic type, I believe that this image contributes significantly to 

our understanding of Late Byzantine culture and liturgical practice. Careful study of this 

particular icon encourages a consideration of the problematic subject of emotion, and its 

interactions with movement, ritual and art.The paucity of evidence makes it difficult to 

address specific devotional practices associated with this particular object, although some 

observations can be made.  I am able, however, to align it with its iconographic 

antecedents and establish contemporary relationships, illuminating aspects of its original 

function. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

THE VIRGIN PAUSOLYPE: AN INTRODUCTION1 

 

The relationships between movement, emotion, and the ritual of communion in 

Byzantium have drawn the attention of art historians in recent years. While Henry 

Maguire has considered many facets of this subject and its visual expression in his works 

on Byzantine visual culture, in my opinion a monumental Late Byzantine panel, the Two–

Sided Icon with the Virgin Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the Crucifixion and Prophets, 

(figs 1, 2) suggests configurations not yet examined.2 In particular, movement especially 

like that of the Christ Child in this icon is largely ignored. The twisting motion of the 

child in the Pausolype is unusual in the context of a Byzantine panel painting. Despite the 

fact that the catalog entry by Annemarie Weyl Carr in Byzantium: Faith and Power 

remains the only published discussion of this particular icon, or even specifically of the 

Pausolype (“cease sorrow!”) iconographic type, I believe that this image contributes 

significantly to our understanding of Late Byzantine culture and liturgical practice. Late 

Byzantine icons like the Pausolype engaged in what Robin Cormack describes as a 

cultural shift into the “liturgification” and “iconification of daily life.”3 Careful study of 

this particular icon encourages a consideration of the problematic subject of emotion in 

Byzantine painting, and its interactions with movement, ritual and art.             

                                                
1 I have not found any source other than the following that refers to the spelling of this icon type as 
“Pafsolype.” Annemarie Weyl Carr, “90. Two-Sided Icon with the Virgin Pafsolype and Feast Scenes and 
the Crucifixion and Prophets” in Byzantium: Faith and Power (1261-1557), ed. Helen C. Evans (New 
York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2004), 167. According to Ariel Pearce “a+u in modern greek 
sometimes makes an “f” sound, or a “v” sound as in haVE.” E-mail conversation 4/6/10. 
2 Images after Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167. 
3 Cormack, Painting the soul, 159. 
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This panel has been inscribed in red on a gold background, and the condition of 

the inscriptions makes them difficult to read. On the obverse, the central image’s (fig 3) 

upper medallions read “Mother of God,” and the band above her right shoulder identifies 

her emphatically as the “Virgin Pausolype”-“The Mother of God-cease sorrow!” The 

medallions over her left shoulder name “Jesus Christ.”4   

The ten feast scenes surrounding the Virgin and child describe biographical 

events from the lives of both Mary and Christ (fig1). These scenes include six that are 

part of the dodekaorton, or the twelve great feasts, and four mobile feasts. The former are 

the Annunciation, Nativity, Baptism, Hypapante or Presentation, Transfiguration, and the 

Dormition, and the latter are Lazarus Saturday, Palm Sunday, the Anastasis, and the 

Ascension.5 No reference made to this icon includes the dimensions, but I do have a 

picture of it while on display at the Metropolitan Museum of Art during the 2004 

exhibition in New York with two viewers (fig 4).6 According to my calculations from the 

empirical evidence, I estimate the panel to approximate three and a half feet in height and 

three feet in width. 

                                                
4 Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon with the Virgin Pafsolype and Feast Scenes and the Crucifixion and 
Prophets,” 167. Image after Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167. Sharon E. J. Gerstel recently challenged 
the assertion of “obverse” and “reverse” or “front” and “back” in her work Thresholds of the Sacred: 
Architectural, Art Historical, Liturgical, and Theological Perspectives on Religious Screens, East and 
West, (Dumbartion Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2006), 135-162. I will be using these terms 
descriptively. 
5 Taft, Robert F. "Great Feasts"  The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P.  
Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  21 September 
2006  <http://www.oxfordreference.com/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e2145> 
6 Thanks to Dr. Helen Evans, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, for attempting to locate exact 
measurements of the icon for me. I am currently waiting a reply to my e-mail request, sent March 1, 2010, 
for the dimensions of the icon from His All Holiness Bartholomew Archbishop of Constantinople, New 
Rome, and Ecumenical Patriarch. 
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Sharon E.J. Gerstel identifies the twelfth through fifteenth centuries as the “most 

prolific period of Byzantine monumental painting.” 7 Other media flourished as well. 

However, due to a lack of textual evidence, the industrious visual production in the Late 

Byzantine period, of which the Virgin Pausolype icon is an example, is not well 

represented in scholarship. I believe that careful study of this particular icon encourages 

an important and necessary dialogue surrounding the problematic period that stretched 

from the late twelfth into the fifteenth century.  

In an earlier look at this particular image, I approached this icon with special 

attention to the Virgin Mary and her lament.8 The inscription above her right shoulder 

both announces the “Virgin Pausolype” and entreats her, with the phrase “The Mother of 

God-cease sorrow!” The central image in this icon makes visual reference to 

contemporary iconographic types, like the Kykkotissa (fig 5) and the Pelegontissa (fig 6), 

which are often associated with the passion.9 In addition, the inscribed command to 

“cease sorrow!” led me to pursue my study in the context of the Byzantine cult of the 

Virgin Mary. I focused my paper on the project of the Virgin’s sorrow, which she felt at 

the time she understood her son’s fate.10 I have realized, since that time, that the 

expression of sorrow in this example illustrates much more than the Late Byzantine 

relationship with the Virgin. In this paper, I will prove that this object is crucial to our 

understanding of the dynamic performance of feelings in the Late Byzantine period. I will 

                                                
7 Sharon E. J. Gerstel, Beholding the Sacred Mysteries: Programs of the Byzantine Sanctuary, (Seattle and 
London: College Art Association University of Washington Press, 1999) 31. 
8 Ruth Bohlander, “The Cessation of Sorrow: Evidence of the Cult of the Virgin in a Late Byzantine Icon,”  
Unpublished Seminar Paper, Dr. Bolman, Fall 2006. 
9 Rebecca W. Corrie, “Coppo di Marcovaldo’s Madona del bordone and the Meaning of the Bare-Legged 
Christ Child in Siena and the East,” Gesta 35, no 1. (1996). Chrysanthe Baltoyanni, “The Virgin 
“Kardiotissa”-“Virgin of the Passion” Observations on the Origin and Development of the Type,” Icons, 
Mother of God, (Athens: Adam Editions, 1994), 105. 
10 Ruth Bohlander, “The Cessation of Sorrow.” 
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complicate my investigation by unpacking the significance of the transformative 

movement of the Christ Child and by problematizing the subject of Byzantine emotion.  

I believe that the careful study of Late Byzantine expressive movement must be 

considered in tandem with ritual and liturgical action. It is my argument that this icon 

both represents and participates in transformative liturgical movement.  The ultimate goal 

of the Byzantine faithful was theosis.11 Theosis, or becoming god-like “preserves and 

saves the created order of human nature…” this is a process in which one attains the 

“deification of man through the incarnation of God.” “He became man that we might 

become divine.”12 I believe that the movement of the Christ Child in the Pausolype panel 

describes not only the action of salvation, but instructs the viewer on how properly to 

achieve redemption. As I will explain below, the presentation of the twisting child made 

clear to the Late Byzantine viewer the moment in which their god achieved his own 

deliverance and therefore made it possible for the pious observer to follow in his path. 

The process of approaching the divine, or becoming god-like required the celebrant to 

connect with images describing this transformation while performing the necessary acts 

of the liturgy. 

An argument between Gerstel and Weyl Carr over the use of this panel as a 

processional icon versus within a templon screen image raises interesting questions that 

                                                
11 Karl-Heinz Uthemann "Theosis"  The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. Kazhdan. 
Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  27 July 2010  
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e54
58 See also George Every, “Theosis in Later Byzantine Theology,” Eastern Churches Review, 2.3. (Spr., 
1969), 243-252. Linda Safran, ed., Heaven on Earth: Art and the Church in Byzantium, (The Pennsylvania 
State University Press, University Park, PA, 2002), 4.  
12 Karl-Heinz Uthemann "Theosis"  The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. Kazhdan. 
Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  27 July 2010  
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e54
58 See also Every, “Theosis in Later Byzantine Theology,” 243-252. Safran, Heaven on Earth, 4. 
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have relevance for my project.13 In her chapter “An Alternate View of the Late Byzantine 

Sanctuary Screen,” Gerstel proposes that bilateral icons in the late period may have been 

inserted into the templon screen. Her assertion challenges the assumption of icons having 

an obverse and reverse, a front and a back. Weyl Carr insists on a front and a back. She 

contends that bilateral images were not inserted into the templon screen. She believes that 

Gerstel’s suggestion goes against the primary function of two-sided icons because both 

images were experienced ‘simultaneously.’14  I find this examination of bilateral imagery 

extremely useful. This discussion attempts to provide a context for icons, and raises the 

important issue of audience, both of which help us to understand the ideal of 

transformative movement described in the Pausolype image.  

 In this thesis, I situate this powerful icon within the narrative of Late Byzantine 

culture illustrated through liturgical practice, by examining its iconography using textual 

and material sources. I am able to align it with its iconographic antecedents and establish 

contemporary relationships, illuminating aspects of its original function.15 Crucial to my 

                                                
13 Weyl Carr debates a point made by Sharon E. J. Gerstel in her work, “An Alternate View of the Late 
Byzantine Sanctuary Screen,” ed. Gerstel, Thresholds of the Sacred: Architectural, Art Historical, 
Liturgical, and Theological Perspectives on Religious Screens, East and West, (Dumbartion Oaks Research 
Library and Collection, 2006), 135-162. In this chapter Gerstel asserts that two-sided icons on the templon 
screen would serve to “straddle both worlds.” Gerstel took an opportunity to respond to Weyl Carr’s 
criticism in her review of the exhibition where she states in a footnote that her idea was misrepresented 
“The aesthetics of Orthodox Faith.” Review of Byzantium: Faith and Power (1261-1557) exhibition and 
catalog New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Art Bulletin (June 2005), n20. Weyl Carr, “Images: 
Expressions of Faith and Power,” 145. I will discuss this argument later in my paper. 
14 This statement by Weyl Carr goes directly against the entry in the Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, 
which she co-authored with Gerhard Podskalsky and Rainer Stichel. It states that “the actual use of bilateral 
icons remains unclear; hung ordinarily on the templon screen they were surely displayed on special 
occasions in processions or on stands…” Gerhard Podskalsky, Rainer Stichel, Annemarie Weyl Carr 
"Icons” The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  
Temple University.  18 May 2010  
<http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e2
424.s0003> 
15 Nancy Patterson Ševčenko "Virgin Eleousa" The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. 
Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  22 September 2009  
<http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e5
741> 
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discussion is the momentum gained in post-iconoclastic Byzantium from the tenth 

century onward, characterized by the escalating production of icons and the situation of 

these images within a framework of “new functions and subjects.”16  

 One of the functions of Late Byzantine imagery was to assert the renewal of 

orthodox Byzantium. Starting with the reconquest of Constantinople in 1261, the ruling 

Palaiologan dynasty worked to restore the glory of the earlier Byzantine state through 

vigorous patronage of the arts, which led to the development of new styles.17 I believe 

that the complex imagery of the Pausolype icon was constructed to reassert the glory of 

Byzantium by making reference to earlier innovations and building a new and intricate 

visual language. 

                                                                                                                                            
The specific types of the Virgin Mary I will address are all understood as variations of the Eleousa type. 
These types include the Kardiotissa, Pelagonitissa, and the Kykkotissa; all of which I see as precursors and 
contemporaries of the Pausolype. These types will be discussed at length at a later moment in my paper. 
Chrysanthe Baltoyianni describes the Glykophilousa together with the Kardiotissa in “The Virgin 
“Kardiotissa” – “Virgin of the Passion” Observations on the Origin and Development of the Type” Icons 
Mother of God, 1994. It is my understanding the iconographic type identified by scholars as Glykophilousa 
is Post-Byzantine, and therefore is beyond the scope of my paper. Please see Hans Belting, Likeness and 
Presence: A History of the Image Before the Era of Art, Translated by Edmund Jephcott (Chicago: 
University of Chicago, 1994), 281. See also Rebecca W. Corrie, “Coppo di Marcovaldo’s Madona del 
bordone and the Meaning of the Bare-Legged Christ Child in Siena and the East,” Gesta, 35.1. (1996), 45, 
60 n18. The Eleousa brand was first described by Victor Lasareff as indicative of mother son ‘human’ 
affection in his “Studies in the Iconography of the Virgin,” The Art Bulletin 20, no.1 (March 1938): 26-65. 
Belting challenged the labels of such images in Likeness and Presence, 281, n76, 285. He argued that one 
could not assign this term simply by assessing a work on a stylistic basis. In addition to the work of 
Belting, Henry Maguire has added much to the discussion of emotion, which he recognizes as sorrow in 
Late Middle Byzantine sources see Henry Maguire, “The Depiction of Sorrow in Middle Byzantine Art,” 
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 31 (1977): 123-174. I will address both arguments later in this paper, with 
specific attention to Maguire and his definition of sorrow and his assertion of expressive emotion. 
16 Robin Cormack, Painting the Soul: Icons, Death Masks, and Shrouds (London: Reaktion Books, 1997),  
159. 
17 Evans, “Introduction,” Byzantium Faith and Power, 6. Doula Mouriki states that from the thirteenth 
century onward there existed a “general freedom of artistic expression…which was a consequence of the 
political and cultural upheavals in the eastern Mediterranean” in “A Thirteenth-Century Icon with A 
Variant of the Hodegetria in the Byzantine Museum of Athens,” Studies on Art and Archeology in Honor of 
Ernst Kitzinger on His Seventy-Fifth Birthday, Dumbarton Oaks Papers 41, (1987): 411. Robin Cormack 
asserts that “…the pictorial changes in the late Byzantine icon occurred throughout the Orthodox world and 
… They mark a transformation into a new powerful form of art that…satisfied the Orthodox viewers’ 
spiritual needs…” in Cormack, Painting the soul, 178.  
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Visually, the composition of the Pausolype icon bears a relationship to a Late 

Middle Byzantine type called the “vita” icon (figs 7, 8).18 Nancy Patterson Ševčenko 

describes the vita icon as “biographical,” a term that certainly may be applied to our 

image. She makes the important observation that; “…these illustrated vitae are not 

miracle collections, but models for earthly behavior that will lead to a place in the 

heavenly kingdom.”19 The use of this format to describe the lives of Christ and the Virgin 

Mary, as is done in the Pausolype, occurs as a later innovation of the vita icon. Rachael 

Fowler’s assertion that, “the visual language of this icon type [the vita icon] emphasizes 

the humanity of the depicted saints, and this marks a departure from the ‘standard’ 

illustrations that focused on the saint’s presence in the ‘world beyond.” 20 Her observation 

is essential to our understanding of the Pausolype iconography. Access to the central icon 

of the Virgin Pausolype, like the vita icons, relied upon the viewer’s understanding of the 

surrounding framework of images. This inventive design engaged the viewer in a 

theological dialogue.  The individual experienced this within the framework of a culture 

dedicated to an “increase in the prominence of church rites and practices.”21  

This double-sided panel was part of the 2004 exhibition entitled “Byzantium: 

Faith and Power (1261-1557),” the last in a tripartite series on the art of Byzantium, 

presented at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. The icon has been recently 

restored, and in addition to the scar on the bottom center, which suggests evidence of 

                                                
18 The “vita” icon is generally accepted as a late Middle Byzantine phenomenon discussed at length by 
Nancy Patterson Ševčenko and more recently Rachael Fowler. Please see Nancy Patterson Ševčenko, “The 
"Vita" Icon and the Painter as Hagiographer” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 53, (1999): 149-165, and Rachael 
Fowler, "Bodies heretofore sound and whole: an examination of the emphasis on corporeality depicted in 
the late Middle Byzantine Vita icons,” Thesis (M.A.)--Temple University, 2009.  
19 Ševčenko, “The "Vita" Icon,” 4. 
20 Fowler, "Bodies heretofore sound and whole,” 3. I believe that the humanity is stressed in the Pausolype 
icon, but with a different result which I will discuss at length in a later chapter.  
21 Cormack, Painting the soul, 159. 
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procession, it bears marks from the later addition of a frame.22 The place of manufacture 

of this Late Byzantine bilateral icon was uncertainly assigned in the catalog’s description 

to Constantinople, and dated to the second half of the fourteenth century.23 The scant 

textual evidence suggests a monastic origin for the Pausolype. The account in Lazaros’ 

vita, dated at the latest to 1046, attributes funding for “most of the construction” of the 

Pausolype monastic complex on Mount Galesion to Constantine IX Monomachos’ 

mistress Maria Skleraina (fig 9).24 References have also been made to a vineyard “owned 

by Theotokos Pausolype in 1401,” and to a “Panagia Pausolype in Constantinople.” 25 

Currently it is part of the Collection of the Ecumenical Patriarchate, in Istanbul, but the 

icon is housed at the Monastery of the Holy Trinity at Chalki (fig 10).26 The evidence for 

                                                
22 Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167. 
23This is unclear. If it is in Istanbul, maybe it is in a monastery which gets its name from the old location of 
the Chalke gate in Constantinople? Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167. In a review of the exhibition, 
Sharon Gerstel challenges this date by insinuating that the only the central icon can be placed in the 
fourteenth century. She makes no reference to her source, and I am inclined to doubt her assumption based 
on visual evidence of the piece, which shows a unified fourteenth century aesthetic and bears no scars of 
addition or removal. See Sharon E. J. Gerstel, “The Aesthetics of Orthodox Faith.” Review of Byzantium: 
Faith and Power (1261-1557) exhibition and catalog. New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Art 
Bulletin 87, no. 2 (June 2005): 331-341. 
24 Cyril Mango and Ihor Ševčenko, “Some Churches and Monasteries on the Southern Shore of the Sea of 
Marmara,” Dumbartion Oaks Papers 27, (1973): 264 n 141. Richard P.H. Greenfield,  introduction, trans., 
and notes, The Life of Lazaros of Mt. Galesion: an Eleventh Century Pillar Saint, Series- Byzantine Saints 
Lives in Translation III. Series ed. Alice-Mary Talbot. (Washington D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research 
Library and Collection, 2000), 31-32.  
www.doaks.org/publications/doaks_online_publications/Laz1.pdf 
Greenfield, The Life of Lazaros of Mt. Galesion, 34-35 “…a generous donation of seven hundred and 
twenty nomismata…” 
25 Greenfield, The Life of Lazaros of Mt. Galesion, 31-32. See also Janin, Les églises et les monastères des 
grands centres byzantins, n7. Greenfield, The Life of Lazaros of Mt. Galesion, 34-35. Littlewood, Antony, 
Henry Maguire, and Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn, eds. Byzantine Garden Culture, (Washington, D.C. : 
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2002), 91 n15 See also Alexander Kahzdan, “The 
Italian and Late Byzantine City” Symposium on Byzantium and the Italians, 13th-15th centuries, Dumbarton 
Oaks Papers 49, (1995): 17 n104.“The convent of Panagia Pausolype in Constantinople rented out its 
garden to the Spyridones brothers…” 
26 Ecumenical Patriarchate. “Visits of the Ecumenical Patriarch 2004.” Ecumenical  
Patriarchatewebpage.http://www.ecpatr.gr/afieroma/visits/2004/show.php?lang=en&id=12 (10 October, 
2006). The Monastery of the Holy Trinity has been identified as a monastery known to have existed in the 
early 9th C. and perhaps restored by Photios. See Gregory, Timothy E. "Princes' Islands"  The Oxford 
Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple 
University.  11 October 
2006  http://www.oxfordreference.com/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e4475 
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a monastic community bearing the name Pausolype is sparse and oftentimes unclear, but 

for the purpose of this paper I am confident that this type originated from a Byzantine 

monastic community to which it owes its name akin to its ancestral Byzantine 

iconographical types of the Virgin Mary.27   

Size is an important aspect in ascertaining the significance of the image. Its large 

scale is impressive, especially when one imagines one of its functions as a processional 

icon.  Large-scale icons are not uncommon before and during the twelfth century, but 

they are represented in various other formats such as “…fresco, mosaic, or stained glass, 

not … panel paintings.”28 In the twelfth century, however, the size and quantity of 

wooden panel paintings began to increase. It is not unusual to find fourteenth- and 

fifteenth-century panel paintings to measure and exceed six feet in height.29 In her 

contribution to the exhibition catalog, Weyl Carr noted that one-third of the panels in the 

2004 Metropolitan Museum exhibition surpass four feet in height. This increase in scale 

and patronage of what was identified as a “modest medium” in early Byzantium may also 

be rooted in the increasing importance in the decoration of the templon screen (fig 11), as 

wooden panel painting became the standard medium for templon images.30  This makes 

for a rich discussion, which I will approach later in my paper. 

                                                
27 Corrie, “Coppo di Marcovaldo’s Madona del bordone and the Meaning of  
the Bare-Legged Christ Child in Siena and the East,” 45 “…it is unlikely that such names were intended to 
distinguish iconographically separate image types. Instead, these two titles derive from the locations of 
important or famous examples.” 
28 Weyl Carr, “Images: Expressions of Faith and Power,” 143. 
29 Weyl Carr, “Images: Expressions of Faith and Power,” 143. 
30 Weyl Carr, “Images: Expressions of Faith and Power,” 143. Although this was instrumental in the 
evolution of the Late Byzantine icon, Weyl Carr asserts that it is detrimental to the understanding of the 
ritual function of bilateral icons to assign this purpose. Weyl Carr, “Images: Expressions of Faith and 
Power,” 144. See also Cormack, Painting the soul, 158-159. Gerstel associates the increased production of 
large panel paintings with the rising popularity of the templon screen. Not only does she introduce the 
possibility that bilateral icons were inserted into templon screens, she provides some visual evidence. I will 
consider the implications of this evidence in a later chapter. See Sharon E.J. Gerstel, “An Alternate View of 
the Late Byzantine Sanctuary Screen,” Gerstel, ed. Thresholds of the Sacred: Architectural, Art Historical, 
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Image Description31 

 The Pausolype icon’s feast scenes are each titled, and a consideration of their 

liturgical relationship enables us to determine that they are organized vertically from top 

to bottom and from left to right. They read as follows, starting from the upper left with 

the Annunciation (fig 12). The Annunciation scene depicts the Virgin Mary resting 

precariously upon a blue and red cushioned throne, under a structure similar to a 

ciborium. The stool under her red slippered feet, like the architecture in the background, 

both show attempts at perspective. Her right hand covers her breast; a red thread is 

wound around the fingers of her right hand and pulled taut by her left hand, which rests at 

her left knee. A doorway behind her is partially obscured by a red curtain. The entire 

throne structure is connected to a wall, which terminates in a tower, and another piece of 

red fabric arcs from the roof of the throne structure to the tower in the architecture behind 

her.  

Directly below the Annunciation John anoints the naked Christ in the Baptism (fig 

13). To Christ’s left, three angels attend the event on the banks of the Jordan. The miracle 

of the Raising of Lazarus (fig 14) is beneath the Baptism. In the foreground, a figure 

clothed in red bends down to rest the door to Lazarus’ tomb on the ground. The figure in 

green behind him reaches down to release the nimbed Lazarus from his winding cloths. 

Christ approaches the tomb from the left, with his left arm outstretched toward Lazarus, 

while his right hand rests at his side grasping a scroll. A crowd of onlookers flanks the 

                                                                                                                                            
Liturgical, and Theological Perspectives on Religious Screens, East and West, (Dumbartion Oaks Research 
Library and Collection, 2006), 135-162. 
31 The following description is not intended to be exhaustive of all detail. My goal is to describe each scene 
briefly to orient the reader to the basic iconography of this icon. 
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right side of the tomb, and several men line up behind Christ. The scene is placed within 

a landscape of jagged rocks. The left column terminates with the Anastasis (fig 15). 

Central to this scene, Christ stands framed in a blue mandorla. His feet smash open the 

gates of hell. He holds a large gold cross in his left hand, while his right extends to lift a 

figure from beneath him. The next feast scene is the Nativity (fig 16), located at the top 

of the icon, above the larger scale central image of the Virgin Pausolype. The Virgin rests 

upon a large red cushion, while the Christ Child lies behind her within the entrance to a 

cave.  

One identifies the Pausolype as the most prominent image on the obverse by its 

central placement, and its size in relation to the adjoining feast scenes (fig 3). The Christ 

Child twists in his mother’s arms grasping her veil. His head is turned upside down by 

this motion, his eyes gazing up and to his right. The Virgin fixes her gaze on the viewer. 

Directly below the main icon is the Ascension (fig 17). The nimbed Christ sits within a 

blue roundel, supported by two angels. Beneath him the Virgin stands in an orans pose 

flanked by angels and onlookers. At her knee a piece is cut out from the panel to 

accommodate the attachment for procession. The image in the far right column begins 

with the depiction of the Hypapante or the Presentation (fig 18). Mary stands under a 

canopy, and her arms reach out toward her child who rests in the grasp of Symeon.32 A 

man and woman stand behind her, and the woman holds an inscribed scroll. 

Below the Presentation scene, Christ stands atop a precipice within the mandorla 

of his Transfiguration (fig 19). Light shoots out from this large halo, sending the apostles 

                                                
32 Robert F. Taft, Annemarie Weyl Carr "Hypapante"  The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander 
P. Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  16 April 2010  
<http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e2
379> 
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below tumbling down the craggy landscape.33 Onlookers scramble to get a clear view of 

Christ in the scene below this one, the Entry into Jerusalem (fig 20).  

The obverse of the Pausolype icon terminates with the Dormition of the Virgin 

(fig 21). In the foreground a figure swings a censer. Mary lies upon a red cushioned bier, 

and a man stoops to touch her. In the background Christ looms in his mandorla, holding a 

small white figure representing the Virgin’s soul. Figures line up at her head and feet 

against an architectural backdrop.  

On the reverse (fig 2), the inscription at the top reads: Crucifixion; above Mary’s 

Head, Mother of God, above John the Evangelist’s head, Saint John the Theologian. The 

labels for the four prophets on the edges of the Crucifixion scene are mostly illegible, but 

I believe that they represent the major prophets recognized in the Byzantine tradition: 

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel.34   

The central icon on the obverse is anything but traditionally static. Instead of one 

frozen moment, the Christ Child’s movement suggests a transition from one instant to the 

other, in this case aided by the position of the Nativity above and the Ascension below. 

This juxtaposition of scenes enables us to read a temporal narrative: Incarnation, Passion, 

and Advent. In this twisting movement, coupled with the knowing gaze of Mary, and 

confirmed by the placement of feast scenes, the Byzantine observer would have seen the 

                                                
33 Gerhard Podskalsky, Robert F. Taft, Annemarie Weyl Carr "Transfiguration"  The Oxford Dictionary of 
Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  16 April 2010  
<http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e5
561> 
34 John H. Lowden, Anthony Cutler “Prophets” The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed.  
Alexander P. Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1191. Temple University. 28 September 2006 
<http://www.oxfordreference.com/views/Entry.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e4519> 
See also, John Lowden, Illuminated Prophet Books: A Study of the Major and Minor Prophets, 
(University Park and London: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1988). By comparison with a post-
iconoclastic Prophet Book image, it follows that the Prophet in the lower right corner is Jeremiah, which 
makes it probable that this is a depiction of the great prophets who “…were popular with the church 
fathers, who sought in their words clues to the coming of Christ.” 
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major theological moments leading up to Christ’s Passion encapsulated. In order to 

interpret the significance of the Pausolype icon, I first must investigate its function. In the 

following chapters I will introduce arguments for the context of this particular panel. First 

and most important to my discussion of this image is the Byzantine convention of 

antithesis in art. Secondly, the action of procession and the possible insertion of this 

image into a templon screen add a rich discussion for the liturgical context of the 

Pausolype icon. In addition, the relationship to the ritual uses of light, and also to 

implements like the liturgical spoon, serves to illuminate aspects of this image. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

ANTITHESIS AND FUNCTION: MOMENTS OF TRANSFORMATION 

Antithesis 

 Like the vita icon, the central icon and the surrounding biographical scenes on the 

obverse of the Pausolype form an integrated whole.35  The festal program that surrounds 

the central image functions as a pattern of narratives, which together with the central 

image and the representation on the reverse illustrate the established Byzantine emotive 

convention of antithesis.36 Discussed at great length by Maguire, and noted by Weyl Carr 

in the catalog entry on the Pausolype icon, the concept of “[a]ntithesis, including the 

abrupt juxtaposition of ascent and descent, is a frequent strategy of Byzantine 

hymnography.”37 Two twelfth-century icons, The Ladder of Divine Ascent and the Virgin 

Kykkotissa with Prophets and Saints, both in the Monastery of Saint Catherine on Mount 

Sinai, exemplify the rhetorical device of antithesis (figs 22, 5). In the case of The Ladder 

of Divine Ascent, (fig 22) the controlled movement of the monks ascending the ladder 

toward paradise contrasts with the erratic motion of the monks falling downward to 

hell.38  The use of contrast to illuminate the “paradoxes of the Christian faith” include but 

are not limited to describing concepts such as the “Creator as a child, the King of Heaven 

as an embryo in the Virgin’s womb…[and also as] verbal contrasts …the Child and the 

                                                
35 Thalia Gouma-Peterson, “Manuel and John Phokas and Artistic Personality in Late Byzantine Painting,” 
Gesta 22, no. 2 (1983): 159. “The aim of Byzantine painters…was to create a unified whole…” 
36 Alexander Kazhdan, Ihor Ševčenko "Antithesis"  The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. 
Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  19 January 2010  
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e03
40 , Belting, Likeness and Presence, 267-8. 
37Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 168 n1. Henry Maguire, Art and Eloquence in Byzantium, (Princeton, New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1981), 53-83.  
38 Belting, Likeness and Presence, 273. 
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corpse, the swaddling clothes and the shroud.”39 According to Belting the relationship 

between the Virgin and her child was the most prominent of all paradoxes of the 

Christian faith.40 In the Virgin Kykkotissa with Prophets and Saints, Mary holds her 

kicking child and fixes her gaze on Symeon. This action makes reference to the 

Presentation of Christ in the Temple, in which the Christ child moves restlessly in his 

mother’s arms and reaches for Symeon, an action understood as the child’s acceptance of 

his Passion. In this particular panel, the juxtaposition of childhood and death illuminate 

antithesis.41 According to Maguire, antithesis was more than just a rhetorical device in 

the Byzantine church, it was a “pattern of thought.”42 In the case of the late Byzantine 

Pausolype icon the medium of communication was a complex marriage of text and 

image.43 

  
 In this case, Mary's triumph in the Annunciation on the 

upper left is balanced by her surrender in the Presentation 
of Christ in the Temple at the upper right; Christ's descent 
into the depths in the  Baptism just below the Annunciation 
is paired with his exaltation in the Transfiguration on the 
right side of the frame; Lazarus's ascent from death in his 
Raising is matched with Jesus' descent into death in the 
Entry the descent of Christ into Hades in the Anastasis is 
brilliantly bonded by the two red mandorlas with Mary's 
ascent to heaven in the Koimesis. On the central vertical 
axis, the descent of Christ's flesh to earth at the Nativity is 
linked with its ascent at his Ascension below. Finally, a 

                                                
39 Belting, Likeness and Presence, 267. 
40 Belting, Likeness and Presence, 284. 
41 Belting, Likeness and Presence, 290-291. The Presentation iconography has relevance for my project that 
I will discuss later in this paper. 
42 Maguire, Art and Eloquence, 53. 
43 In his discussion of antithesis Belting states that “Although these metaphors and figures of speech were 
visual in nature, they were nevertheless an attempt to match poetry.” Likeness and Presence, 291. I believe 
that it is important for us as scholars to consider that text was not always accessed in the same way in 
Byzantium, as we think of it in modern contexts. Text did function as something simply to be read, but also 
heard, spoken, and viewed as image.  
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vertical reading of the side frames reveals a seesaw 
alternation of ascent and descent in each.44 

 

In her brief catalog entry, Weyl Carr does not address the crucifixion scene. I 

assert that the reverse, like the obverse, participated in the visualization of antithesis not 

only in the representation of the crucifixion, but also by the inclusion of prophets and the 

gesture of Mary. In the Middle to Late Byzantine tradition, Isaiah and Jeremiah each 

foretold Christ’s advent. Daniel’s trials in the lions’ den and Ezekiel’s vision of the dry 

bones were both understood as references to resurrection.45 These figures, therefore, 

describe prophecy and actual redemption prefiguring Christ’s Passion. In addition, the 

gesture of Mary at her son’s side in the Crucifixion (fig 2) mirrors her motion in the 

Presentation on the upper right of the obverse (fig 18). The juxtaposition of the central 

icon on the obverse and the crucifixion also communicate, using a similar visual parallel. 

The tension with which the Virgin grasps her child on the obverse is sustained in the 

reverse as she reaches out to receive the crucified Christ. The issue of audience 

complicates this argument, a subject that I will address later in this chapter. 

The Pausolype icon may be understood as an important illustration of the way in 

which antithesis figured as a “substantial element of the worldview” of Late Byzantine 

                                                
44 Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 168 n1. 
45Johannes Irmscher, Alexander Kazhdan, John H. Lowden "Isaiah"  The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. 
Ed. Alexander P. Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  28 May 2010  
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e25
17 , Johannes Irmscher, John H. Lowden, Alexander Kazhdan "Jeremiah"  The Oxford Dictionary of 
Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  28 May 2010  
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e25
62 , Catherine Brown Tkacz, Johannes Irmscher, John H. Lowden, Anthony Cutler "Daniel"  The Oxford 
Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  
28 May 2010 
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e13
54 , Anthony Cutler, “Ezekiel and the Politics of Resurrection in Tenth-Century Byzantium,” Dumbarton 
Oaks Papers 46 (1996): 47-58. 
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society.46 According to Alexander Kazhdan and Ihor Ševčenko, “the resolution of this 

contradiction could be achieved only by means of a miracle: in the sphere of theology, 

the major miracle was that of the Incarnation.”47 

Each scene chosen for the front of this icon plays an integral part in constructing 

opposition and then offering deliverance from chaos. The movement of the Christ Child 

and the physical act of carrying the Pausolype panel in public spectacle worked together 

to deconstruct the boundaries of the painted image. I will discuss this movement of the 

child in the Pausolype panel at length in a later chapter. The ritual procession of this 

particular image certainly served to enhance the motive of asserting the anxiety of 

contradiction and the necessity of salvation.48 The realization of death at birth, which is a 

principal example of antithesis, is primarily illustrated by the juxtaposition of feast scenes 

and the Virgin’s expression of lament (fig 1), in which she looks past him and us into the 

future - the reverse side of the icon.  

In addition, the gold-colored fabric wrapped around the clothed torso of the Christ 

Child foreshadowed Christ’s passion.  He is not pictured in swaddling clothes; rather, He 

is dressed in a tunic decorated with “clavi,” straps over the shoulders, which have been 

identified by Rebecca Corrie as a reference to ancient dress and as indicative of 

                                                
46 Alexander Kazhdan, Ihor Ševčenko "Antithesis"  The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. 
Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  19 January 2010  
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e03
40 
Modern understanding of Byzantine culture and daily life in Byzantium is, unfortunately, limited by 
surviving textual and visual evidence that is highly skewed towards the urban, the upper-classes and the 
masculine, despite the population as a whole being overwhelmingly rural and poor, not to mention partly 
female.  
47 Alexander Kazhdan, Ihor Ševčenko "Antithesis"  The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. 
Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  19 January 2010  
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e03
40 
48 Scarring at the bottom center of this panel is indicative of procession. Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 
168. 
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Constantinopolan practice (fig 24). 49 In a hymn uncertainly assigned to Symeon 

Metaphrastes and used regularly by the eleventh century, assigned to Good Friday in the 

Evergetes Monastery’s typikon, the Virgin moved between the joy she felt for the birth of 

her child and her despair at his fate. She illustrated these antithetical emotions with a 

specific reference to his attire and her participation in dressing him at his birth and 

funeral. “I will wind you in a winding cloth, my son, instead of in swaddling clothes.” 50 

This specific discussion of dress, in combination with the visual evidence, infers that by 

wrapping the Christ Child in the Eucharistic cloth of Symeon, Mary prepares him for his 

passion and ultimately his death.  

In one of the antecedents to the Pausolype, the Pelagontissa (fig 6), the Christ 

child is depicted with a gold cloth beneath him, the same one Symeon places beneath him 

at the Presentation on the obverse of the Pausolype panel (fig 18). The act of wrapping 

Christ in the cloth of Symeon in effect makes reference to his sacrificial body and 

therefore the Eucharist. The constant acting and reenacting of the Eucharistic rites made 

such antithetical connections clear to the Late Byzantine viewer.  According to Gerstel, 

“the words of the service, divided into prayers spoken aloud on behalf of the faithful and 

those spoken in a quiet tone for the spiritual benefit of the celebrant inspired the [church] 

decoration.”51 This statement seems to privilege the text, and I insist that the inspiration 

for both the text and image occurred simultaneously.  Words spoken aloud or sung by the 

                                                
49 Corrie, “Coppo di Marcovaldo’s Madona del bordone and the Meaning of the Bare-Legged Christ Child 
in Siena and the East,” 46. See also Nancy Patterson ev enko, "Clavus"  The Oxford Dictionary of 
Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. Kazhdan. Oxford University Press 1991.  Temple University.  11 October 
2006  http://www.oxfordreference.com/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e1127 “The clavi 
were usually purple or gold and were woven into the tunic in pairs; they were visible on the shoulder even 
when the tunic was covered by an outer mantle. In Byz. art, clavi are primarily found decorating the tunics 
of Christ, the angels, and the apostles, figures who are regularly shown clad in ancient garb.”  
50Maguire, Art and Eloquence in Byzantium, 100 n75. 
51 Gerstel, Beholding the Sacred Mysteries, 78. 
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faithful could also have functioned as images or even as visions.52 According to Robert S. 

Nelson, the experience of images in Byzantium is a product of “cultural construction and 

maintenance.”53 Speaking, reading, seeing, and writing all participate in the same “self-

reinforcing system” as discussed by Michel Foucault.54 As a Late Byzantine icon, this 

panel participated in the liturgical dialogue of spiritual and emotional redemption. I 

believe that not only did the Pausolype icon embody the moment of Christ Child’s 

Passion, but it also encouraged salvation by instructing its audience in the ways to 

achieve the transformation of deliverance.  

Procession 

The sacred physical act of carrying a large panel as part of a liturgical celebration 

was one of the clearest moments in which an icon and its audience shared in the act of 

transformation. The evident scaring on the bottom center of this particular icon confirms 

that it functioned as a processional icon.  Unfortunately, there is no record of its 

procession. It was the practice to place large icons on trolleys, but in this fashion their 

backs were obscured (fig 25).55 In an attempt to flesh out the act of procession, Weyl Carr 

suggests that large bilateral icons may “…have been made for special thrones, larger that 

the usual proskynetaria, that permitted both sides to be seen…. [but] no such thrones are 

known.”56 Such a theory does not rule out the type of procession that would cause this 

cumbersome object to be strapped around a person’s trunk. The detail from a 1498 

                                                
52 Robert S. Nelson, “To Say and To See: Ekphrasis and Vision in Byzantium,” in Visuality  
Before and Beyond the Renaissance: Seeing as Others Saw, ed. Robert S. Nelson, (Cambridge, UK: 
Cambridge University Press, 2000), 143-168. 
53 Robert S. Nelson, “To Say and To See,” 145. 
54 Robert S. Nelson, “To Say and To See,” 145 n9. 
55 Weyl Carr, “Images: Expressions of Faith and Power,” 145 see figs 6,4. 
56 Weyl Carr, Annemarie. “Images: Expressions of Faith and Power” 145 see also, Cormack,  Painting the 
soul, 159 “We see more large processional icons, probably to fit new display opportunities” no footnote 
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Russian textile depicts such an event (fig 26).57 Carrying a large panel like this one on a 

litter, or trolley could affect its miraculous abilities, and would make it even more 

difficult for both sides to be experienced as Weyl Carr suggests. I believe that strapping a 

big heavy panel to a large trolley would make it less accessible to the faithful than one 

that was physically carried by a person. Based on my research, I believe that the 

Pausolype icon was carried. 

In some cases there are reports that an icon’s large size could lend it a special 

miraculous quality. In an early fifteenth-century account of the Hodegetria procession 

given by Spanish Ambassador, Clavijo, “the man carrying the icon staggers around under 

its weight, and the lucky ones among the onlookers are those towards whom he lurches, 

forced spontaneously to do this by the weight and will of the icon.”58 Clavijo described 

the Hodegetria icon as “six palms high,” requiring three to four men to carry it strapped 

to their trunks. 59  Miraculously, an “old man” was able to lift it on his own as was his 

family. He explained, “…it has pleased God to vouchsafe this power to them one and 

all.”60  Yet another Spanish traveler, Pero Tafur’s description of 1437, told how the 

weight became a potent part of the procession, “There is a great procession and the men 

clad in red go one by one to the icon; the one with whom the icon is pleased is able to 

take it up easily as if it weighed almost nothing.”61   

                                                
57 Luiza V. Efimova, “195. Embroidery with a Church Procession,” in Byzantium: Faith and Power (1261-
1557), ed. Helen C. Evans (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2004), 323. See also Nancy Patterson 
Ševčenko, “Servants of the Holy Icon,” in Byzantine East, Latin West: Art-Historical studies in honor of 
Kurt Weitzmann, edited by Christopher Moss and Katherine Kiefer, Princeton (1995), 550-1, and Nancy 
Patterson Ševčenko, “Icons in the Liturgy,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 45 (1991), 47-48. 
58 Cormack, Painting the soul, 61 n37. See also Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo, Embassy to Tamerlane 1403-
1406, trans. Guy Le Strange. (New York and London: Harper & Brothers, 1928), 84-5. I have not been able 
to find this quote in the translated version, perhaps this is his own translation of the source text? 
59 Clavijo, Embassy to Tamerlane 1403-1406, 84. 
60 Clavijo, Embassy to Tamerlane 1403-1406, 85. 
61 Cormack, Painting the soul, 59. 
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Certainly, in the act of procession, large bilateral panels participated in the 

physical transformation of their audience. Icons like the Pausolype, however, were not 

consistently processed. Procession was an occasion, and for the majority of the time this 

panel must have been displayed in some fashion. One can imagine that our icon was not 

stored in a closet. We must attempt, therefore, to consider how such an image was 

displayed in the Church proper. One possibility is that the Pausolype served a completely 

different function, when stationary, namely as a templon image.   

The Templon Screen 

 The elaboration of the templon screen in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries was 

instrumental in the evolution of the monumental Late Byzantine icon. 62 As early as the 

fourth century the placement of a screen (iconostasion) separated the sacred space of the 

sanctuary and the public space of the congregation (fig 11).63 Early screens allowed the 

laity to see into the sanctuary “through large intercolmnar spaces.”64 By the fourteenth 

century, the century in which the Pausolype panel was constructed, the screen 

significantly restricted the view of the sanctuary from the nave. These more solid screens 

were fitted with images that divided the sanctuary from the nave both “visually and 

physically.”65 Only ordained men of the faith could enter the sanctuary, so the public only 

                                                
62 Gerstel, Beholding the Sacred Mysteries, 15. 
 “In the twelfth century painters and patrons began to conceive of the sanctuary in terms of contemporary 
liturgical ceremony.”  
63 Laskarina Bouras "Templon"  The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium. Ed. Alexander P. Kazhdan. Oxford 
University Press 1991.  Temple University.  21 July 2010  
http://www.oxfordreference.com.libproxy.temple.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t174.e53
36 
64 Gerstel, “An Alternate View of the Late Byzantine Sanctuary Screen,” 135. 
65 Gerstel, “An Alternate View of the Late Byzantine Sanctuary Screen,” 135. According to Gerstel’s 
synthesis of the evidence the moment in which the screen transformed into an opaque wall of images is not 
completely clear. According to scholars interpreting the conflicting evidence “the screen’s closure 
(happened) anywhere from the eleventh century to the post-Byzantine period.” 
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had contact with the priest and assistants in their procession of “the signs of the Faith.”66  

Gerstel describes the presentation sequence in detail; “at the First Entrance to the nave, 

the priest displayed the Gospels. In the second, the Great Entrance, the priest and his 

retinue left the sanctuary carrying the offered bread and wine. The procession passed 

among the faithful and re-entered the sanctuary.”67 Movement through the church itself 

symbolized transformation from earth to paradise.68 This is documented as early as 

Maxiomos the Confessor in the seventh century, who observed that “the sanctuary 

reminds one of the sky, the dignity of the nave reflects the earth.”69 Symeon of 

Thessalonike elaborated on this idea in the fifteenth century, when he situated the 

sanctuary above the heavens. 

 
which is above the firmament and the heavens the holy altar represents the 
throne of God, the Resurrection of Christ, and his venerable tomb. The 
nave typifies the heavens and paradise, and the far end of the nave and the 
narthexes represent the creation of the earth for us and all creatures upon 
the earth.70  

 

The vision described in the eighth century by Saint Germanus of Constantinople, 

“the church is heaven on earth, where the God of heaven dwells and moves” finally came 

to fruition in the late period, according to Robert F. Taft.71 The insertion of the screen 

excluded the laity from the most sacred space of the church, and thus the communicating 

                                                
66 Gerstel, Beholding the Sacred Mysteries, 1.  
67 Gerstel, Beholding the Sacred Mysteries, 1. 
68 Gerstel, Beholding the Sacred Mysteries, 6. See also Robert Taft, “The Liturgy of the Great Church: An 
Initial Synthesis of Structure and Interpretation on the Eve of Iconoclasm,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 34/35 
(1980/1981): 45-75. 
69 Gerstel, Beholding the Sacred Mysteries, 5 n2. 
70 Gerstel, Beholding the Sacred Mysteries, 5 n5. 
71 Robert F. Taft, “The Living Icon: Touching the Transcendent in the Palaiologan Iconography and 
Liturgy,” ed. Sarah T. Brooks, Byzantium: Faith and Power (1261-1557) Perspectives on Late Byzantine 
Art and Culture, (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New Haven and London: Yale University 
Press, 2006), 54.  
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icon became even more potent. The laity followed in Christ’s path upon entrance to the 

church. They participated in the transformation from earth to paradise in their approach 

toward the sanctuary. Finally, the templon icons created a new way to access the 

sanctuary. Not all of the faithful could enter, therefore, the icons of the templon screen 

created a more powerful bridge between heaven and earth.72  

 Gerstel makes an important contribution the function of bilateral icons in her 

chapter, “An Alternate View of the Late Byzantine Sanctuary Screen.”73 I find her 

example of the screen from St. Neophytos in Cyprus particularly compelling (figs 

27,28).74 According to Gerstel “when not in processional use it is likely that many of the 

bilateral icons were fixed into the intercolumar spaces of the icon screen.”75 No evidence 

exists to my knowledge to conclude that the Pausolype icon fit into a templon screen 

when not participating in procession, but in light of Gerstel’s study, it cannot be 

discounted. Constant interaction between the physical world and the divine was a cultural 

necessity illustrated by the prominence of the communicating icon. According to Linda 

Safran, “because the aim of Byzantine worship was theosis, the actual deification or 

divinization of humanity, churches were an essential link between the terrestrial and 

                                                
72 Gerstel, Beholding the Sacred Mysteries, 14. 
73 Gerstel, “An Alternate View of the Late Byzantine Sanctuary Screen,” 140. 
74 Gerstel, “An Alternate View of the Late Byzantine Sanctuary Screen,” 140.  
75 Gerstel, “An Alternate View of the Late Byzantine Sanctuary Screen,” 140. 
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divine realms.”76 Through liturgy, religious experience becomes “…the constructed 

reality of accepted belief…”77 

According to Weyl Carr, bilateral icons functioned in a way that made it 

necessary for both the obverse and reverse to be simultaneously accessible.78 She asserts 

that this served to activate the mutuality of the imagery effectively and embrace the 

narrative while continuously reinforcing theological themes. She disagrees with Gerstel 

that double-sided images were on display in the templon screen, stating that “ the themes 

of their two faces communicate so specifically with one another that it is hard to believe 

both sides were not visible.”79 This argument directly addresses the issue of audience. If 

large bilateral panels occupied space in the templon screen, both sides would certainly 

have been visible, but to two separate groups.  

 Weyl Carr aligns bilateral images with small devotional diptychs, specifically, the 

late thirteenth-century Diptych of the Virgin and Child Enthroned with Archangels 

Raphael and Gabriel and Donor and the Crucifixion with the Virgin and Saint John the 

Evangelist (fig 23).80 This is the only example she provides to make this connection, an 

example which is problematic because of its western origin.81 While I agree that the 

                                                
76 Safran, Heaven on Earth 4. Interaction between the church and laity was not only seen in context of the 
liturgy, but also was reflected in commerce in the marketplace. “The attempts by different emperors to 
curtail this trade are a clear indication of the regularity of monastic commerce.” Alan Harvey “The 
Monastic Economy and Imperial Patronage,” in Mount Athos and Byzantine Monasticism, eds. Anthony 
Bryer, and Mary Cunningham, (Aldershot, Hampshire, Great Britain and Brookfield, Vt.: Variorum, 1996), 
94. On monks selling wine to laymen and maritime travel. 
77 Hans Belting, “An Image and Its Function in the Liturgy: The Man of Sorrows in Byzantium,” 
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 34 (1980-1981): 16. 
78 Weyl Carr, “Images: Expressions of Faith and Power,” 145. 
79 Belting, Likeness and Presence, 281. Weyl Carr, “Images: Expressions of Faith and Power,” 145. 
80 Weyl Carr, “Images: Expressions of Faith and Power,” 145. Byzantium Faith and Power, 479 cat 288. 
81 This diptych has “recently ascribed to the so-called Crusader ateliers working in Acre in the Latin 
Kingdom of Jerusalem.” Weyl Carr, “Images: Expressions of Faith and Power,” 145. Rebecca W. Corrie, 
“288. Diptych of the Virgin and Child Enthroned with Archangels Raphael and Gabriel and Donor and the 
Crucifixion with the Virgin and Saint John the Evangelist,” in Byzantium: Faith and Power (1261-1557), 
ed. Helen C. Evans (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2004), 479. 
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construction of large bilateral icons may have a connection to such objects, Weyl Carr 

does not elaborate on this connection and I find this juxtaposition to be deeply 

problematic. Large bilateral icons could not have been experienced in the same way as 

small diptychs constructed for personal use. The ability of the owner or viewer to handle 

small diptychs for purposes of personal devotion resulted in a unique experience. Nor is it 

physically probable that the viewer stood in a fixed place and saw both sides of a bilateral 

icon at the same time. The format of a diptych allowed the beholder to view two 

interconnected images side by side. Modern scholars’ accessibility to two-sided images is 

often limited to catalog reproductions in which both sides are shown side-by-side. While 

this is quite useful for practical reasons, it contradicts the actuality of these objects. I am 

not clear on how one audience, or one witness would have accomplished the feat of 

viewing both sides our icon at the same time, especially considering the size of the 

Pausolype icon in particular. Certainly we have the benefit of viewing both sides of this 

icon in reproduction simultaneously, but this mode of viewing is completely out of 

context. It is my project to imagine the Pausolype in context. 

The placement of the Pausolype icon within the context of a no longer extant 

templon screen creates problems, but also raises important questions. According to Weyl 

Carr it is detrimental to the understanding of the ritual function of bilateral icons for one 

to assign them to this location.82 Gerstel introduced a provocative theory that two-sided 

icons displayed on the templon screen would serve to “straddle both worlds.” In 

response, Weyl Carr asserts that both sides needed to be viewed simultaneously. She 

insists that assigning them to be seen separately completely goes against the functionality 

                                                
82 See note 7 
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of these specific icons.83 In consideration of the size of this particular icon, I am 

unconvinced that viewing both sides of the Pausolype at the same time makes sense. 

Certainly one is able to view both sides concurrently in photographic reproductions, but 

how did the Byzantine audience accomplish this? 

I am not sufficiently convinced that bilateral icons and templon screen images are 

mutually exclusive. I believe that in her assertions Weyl Carr does not fully address the 

issue of audience. The placement of a bilateral icon like the Pausolype in a templon 

screen, for example, would have allowed the obverse to speak to the laity during the 

service.  At the same time, the reverse would have communicated with the select few 

allowed in the sanctuary. Priests and their assistants move in and out of the sanctuary 

during the course of the liturgy, and so would have been in a position to see both sides of 

a two-sided icon, set within a templon screen, although not simultaneously. 

The audience for this icon, however, proves nearly impossible to ascertain from 

the extant evidence. In the course of my investigations, I have found textual confirmation 

of a monastic community with the name Pausolype. This suggests a possible origin for 

the icon.84  The monastery complex was formed under the auspices of Lazaros of Mount 

Galesion in the first half of the eleventh century, and located near Ephesus (fig 9).85 One 

                                                
83 Weyl Carr, Annemarie. “Images: Expressions of Faith and Power,” 145. See also, Cormack, Painting the 
soul, 159. “We see more large processional icons, probably to fit new display opportunities” no footnote 
84 Raymond Janin, Les églises et les monastères des grands centres byzantins: Bithynie,  
Hellespont, Latros, Galèsios, Trébizonde, Athènes, Thessalonique, (Paris: Institut  
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85 Greenfield, The Life of Lazaros of Mt. Galesion: an Eleventh Century Pillar Saint, 31-32. 
www.doaks.org/publications/doaks_online_publications/Laz1.pdf. see also Janin, Les églises et les 
monastères des grands centres byzantins, n7. The account in Lazaros’ vita, dated at the latest to 1046, 
attributes funding for “most of the construction” of the Pausolype monastery to Constantine IX 
Monomachos’ mistress Maria Skleraina. Greenfield, The Life of Lazaros of Mt. Galesion, 34-35 “…a 
generous donation of seven hundred and twenty nomismata…” References have also been made to a 
vineyard “owned by Theotokos Pausolype in 1401,” and to a “Panagia Pausolype in Constantinople.” 
Littlewood, Antony, Henry Maguire, and Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn, eds. Byzantine Garden Culture, 
(Washington, D.C. : Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2002), 91 n15 See also Alexander 
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must entertain, therefore, the notion that the Pausolype panel may have been constructed 

for the monastic witness. The textual evidence proves that Mount Galesion was a popular 

pilgrimage destination well into the thirteenth century.86 According to Richard 

Greenfield, “the ultimate [Byzantine] pilgrimage was that of theosis, the journey to God 

in eternity… everything that involved the movement from earthly image to heavenly 

original, was, in some sense, a pilgrimage.”87  

Pilgrimage, an act connected to the idea of a travel but should be understood not 

only as a passage of distance but also as “being on the way’ toward transformative 

(in)sight.”88 The Byzantine pilgrimage was more about engaging with the holy, be it a 

living saint or an object. 89 The Christ child’s agitated movement accentuates his 

humanity in order to make clear his transformation to the divine. His twisting in the arms 

of his mother, along with her look of sorrow, and the reference made to the Presentation 

in gesture and dress asserts his acceptance of his Passion. In this way, the Pausolype 

panel encourages mimesis on the part of the beholder.  It is my intention to situate this 

icon in a monastic context, which would validate the complex and multifaceted message 

of redemption imbedded in this icon.  

The addition of such a powerful image to the sanctuary screen would only serve 

to increase its potency.90 I believe that the movement of the Christ Child makes reference 

to the acceptance of his Passion. The child’s twisting movement mimics that seen in 

                                                                                                                                            
Kahzdan, “The Italian and Late Byzantine City” Symposium on Byzantium and the Italians, 13th-15th 
centuries, Dumbarton Oaks Papers 49, (1995): 17 n104.“The convent of Panagia Pausolype in 
Constantinople rented out its garden to the Spyridones brothers…” 
86 Clive Foss, “Pilgrimage in Medieval Asia Minor,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 56 (2002): 136, 145. 
87 Richard Greenfield, “Drawn to the Blazing Beacon: Visitors and Pilgrims to the Living Holy Man and 
the Case of Lazaros of Mount Galesion,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 56 (2002): 214. 
88 Annemarie Weyl Carr, “Icons and the Object of Pilgrimage in Middle Byzantine Constantinople,” 
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 56 (2002): 76. 
89 Weyl Carr, “Icons and the Object of Pilgrimage in Middle Byzantine Constantinople,” 76. 
90 Gerstel, Thresholds of the Sacred, 135-161. 
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visual and textual sources describing his Presentation in the temple to Symeon. This 

movement is not apparent in the Presentation scene on the Pausolype, but I believe that 

the movement of the child in the central icon on the obverse of the panel makes reference 

to contemporary accounts of the Presentation. Representation of the Presentation 

symbolizes the moment in which Christ eagerly accepts his destiny, as discussed above. 

In the Pausolype example his gaze directs the viewer to the Presentation scene in the 

upper right corner of the obverse. Interestingly, Mary’s gesture in the central Pausolype 

image mimics the gesture of Symeon in the Laguodera Presentation, not the pose of the 

Mary at Laguodera. The connection between the Passion and the Christ as a child also 

encouraged the viewer to emulate his path to salvation. The Pausolype panel participated 

in the movement of procession. In this display of the icon, its figures traveled with its 

audience. The viewer could stand still and see both sides of the object as it was paraded. 

The panel physically moved; its weight bore by an individual. In contrast, when the 

Pausolype panel was fixed into the templon screen the laity had access to only one side. 

The Late Byzantine sanctuary screen separated the sanctuary from the nave, which meant 

that only those with the dispensation to enter the sanctuary had access to both sides of the 

object. Through their movement from the nave into the sanctuary, the privileged viewer 

of the Pausolype icon experienced the transformation of Christ from his conception and 

life cycle on the obverse to his crucifixion on the reverse. The screen worked to make 

clear the separation of nave and sanctuary, earth and heaven.  

The separation of public space and sacred space served to reinforce the process of 

redemption.  I assert that by its very nature, this bilateral icon depicted this division. 

Again, making reference to the familiar device of antithesis, this division also functioned 
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as a strategy for unification. As a processional image, the congregation would have 

become familiar with both sides of the icon. My interpretation of the Pausolype leads me 

to believe that it would have been inserted into a sanctuary screen. When the Pausolype 

panel was fitted into the templon, its message of actualized piety was solidified. The 

crucifixion scene, or the moment of sacrifice and original salvation was only visible to 

those who had access to the sanctuary, a metaphor for heaven, and a space that all 

Byzantine faithful worked toward. The insertion of the screen in the late Byzantine period 

was not the only physical division of the church. The spiritual division of these two 

groups was also asserted by the renewed interest in liturgical ritual.  

Liturgical Spoon 

In the fifteenth century, Symeon, archbishop of Thessalonike described the 

marked division between the clergy and laity, when in his liturgical commentary he 

included a chapter “For what reason do the priests take the mysteries inside the sanctuary 

with their hands and lips, whereas the laity receive outside the sanctuary with a 

communion spoon?”91 According to Taft’s textual evidence, in the fourteenth century the 

emperor received the Eucharist for the first time inside the sanctuary, without the 

liturgical spoon reserved for the laity that gained prominence in the late period.92 The 

physical separation between the sanctuary or the heavens and nave or terrestrial realm is 

manifested in the late period by the insertion of the more opaque sanctuary screen and the 

use of the liturgical spoon.93 The emphasis placed on the division of these spaces as part 

                                                
91 Gerstel, Beholding the Sacred Mysteries, 56 n46.  
92 Robert F. Taft, “The Byzantine Imperial Communion Ritual,” in Ritual and Art: Byzantine Essays for 
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the Evidence,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 50 (1996): 209-238. 
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of the church structure and also in the construction of the liturgical rite of the Eucharist is 

vital to our understanding of Late Byzantine culture. In this same manner, the way in 

which the Christ child is presented to his audience highlights the split between the sinner 

and the saved, and presents Christ’s own path to redemption as a model for all. 

The way in which Mary presents the Christ child in the Pausolype example is 

similar to the way in which Symeon holds the Christ child in the Lagoudera Monastery 

Church fresco (fig 29). In both images, a cupped hand under his backside supports the 

twisting child, and the other holds him under his arm and around his chest. The 

Lagoudera Presentation communicates with the Virgin and child across from it in the 

Church, in which the Virgin holds the child in the so-called ‘liturgical spoon’ pose. Hans 

Belting states that the Virgin’s arm position in the twelfth-century Cypriot fresco of the 

Virgin of the Passion in the Lagoudera Monastery Church (figs 30, 31) “resembles a 

liturgical spoon (labis) on which the sacrificial lamb reposes,” which primary literary 

sources confirm.94 This image communicates from the north wall to the south wall fresco 

of the Presentation. In this pose the Christ child tugs at Symeon’s robe in the same 

manner as he reaches for his mother’s veil. In both images at Laguodera, Mary and 

Symeon present the child to the viewer as the essential tool of salvation, or the Eucharist. 

The Byzantine faithful participated through intercession and communion, during the rite 

of the Eucharist, in the antithetical construction of Christ’s life and death.95 The 

connection between the Virgin and Child and the Presentation reinforced the use of 

antithesis constructed to assert the path to deliverance.   

Liturgical Use of Light 

                                                
94 Belting, The Image and Its Public in the Middle Ages, 118 n75.  
95 Every, “Theosis in Later Byzantine Theology,” 247. 
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One must also consider how moving such an image from one place to another 

affected its function and audience. In addition, environmental factors such as light add 

more to the discussion of ritual function and effect. Recent and forthcoming scholarship 

on the liturgical use of artificial light in Byzantium, particularly in the later period, 

provides a context for images displayed in interior spaces. Light was often used to denote 

spiritual status. For example, Christ’s transfiguration in the Pausolype panel occurred 

with a blast of blinding light (fig 19). Important to my investigation of the Pausolype 

image “…light becomes an active force in Palaiologan imagery.”96 

Gerhard Podskalsky and Anthony Cutler explain that the “Byzantine terminology 

for light can be classified into two distinct areas: liturgy and spirituality, which of course 

are interdependent.”97 Christ’s movement from the earthly realm into the divine, as 

depicted in the transfiguration scene in the Pausolype panel, (fig 16) realized the 

immaterial light of redemption.98 According to John Climacus, The intellect of the monk 

no longer sees light, but is himself transformed into ‘unfailing light.’99 This has particular 

relevance of the Pausolype icon since I believe that it was constructed for a monastic 

audience. In imitation of Christ, and only after this transformation was accomplished, 

could the monk perform his duty and provide a light for others. 

                                                
96 Gerhard Podskalsky, Robert F. Taft, Annemarie Weyl Carr "Transfiguration"  The Oxford Dictionary of 
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The issue of actual light is crucial to our understanding of ritual exercise and I am 

grateful for the work of Lioba Theis and Alan Chalmers.100 According a recent paper 

given at Dumbarton Oaks by Theis, the Late Byzantine period showed a marked increase 

in the use of artificial light. Light was critical to the celebration of feasts and each feast 

day had specific requirements, for example, Marian feasts used half of the light required 

for the celebration of Christmas, and the celebration of the Transfiguration proved the 

brightest feast day.101  

Flickering candlelight served to further destabilize sacred motion like that of the 

Christ Child in the Pausolype panel. Artificial light, therefore, worked to activate the 

imagery of transformation described by the articulated movement highlighted in this icon. 

The movement of the Christ Child expressed in the Pausolype, and its connection to both 

the Virgin Mary and his acceptance of his Passion, functioned as a vision of salvation. 

The physical movement of the Christ Child encouraged mimesis on the part of the 

faithful. This action emphasized his humanness in order to highlight his transformation 

into the divine, which I will discuss at length in the following chapter. The Pausolype 

panel utilized the Byzantine convention of antithesis to assert the paradox of birth and 

death, corporeality and divinity. The ritual act of procession, the use of the templon 

screen, the liturgical spoon, and the use of artificial light within the liturgy served to add 

layers accentuating the division between heaven and earth. This division was constructed 

to instruct the faithful on the path to theosis. Of all of these factors, I believe that the 

                                                
100 Lioba Theis, “Lampen, Leuchten, Licht,” in Byzanz das Licht aus dem Osten: Kult und Alltag im 
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movement in the central image of the Pausolype is most crucial to our understanding of 

the complex culture of redemption in the Late Byzantine period.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

TRANSFORMATIVE MOVEMENT AND THE TROUBLE WITH 

ENVISIONING EMOTION 

Movement is not something one associates with Byzantine icons. These images, 

in fact, are regularly defined by the static nature of subjects. The construction of the 

Byzantine aesthetic of restricted movement is not a statement of ability, but an assertion 

of purpose. Just as the stillness of the holy subjects depicted in the typical Byzantine icon 

remains a crucial statement, so does the insertion of movement. The movement of the 

Christ Child in the central image of the Pausolype panel, therefore, is unusual in the 

context of Byzantine panel painting, and stands out forcefully against its motionless 

backdrop. In addition to the painted movement, the act of viewing this image encouraged 

physical movement on behalf of the beholder, due to its two sides. The faithful 

participated in movement with the Pausolype during procession. In addition, I repeat the 

observation by Weyl Carr, who described the way one read the antithetical message of 

the Pausolype  as a “seesaw alternation of ascent and descent.”102 As I stated earlier in 

this paper, access to the central icon of the Virgin Pausolype (similar to the vita 

icon)…relied upon the viewer’s understanding of the surrounding framework of 

images.103 The eye poured over both sides of the Pausolype panel in a pattern of 

movement.104 The images were activated immediately by virtue of looking. 

In Byzantine culture, religious images did not function simply as decoration. They 

were fashioned after culturally approved models.  Sacred images were devised to inspire 

                                                
102 See above, 14 n44. 
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one to reflect inward and to imitate appropriate form and stasis.105 Imitation or mimesis 

proved the legitimacy of the faithful. By making reference to ancient literature and visual 

culture one established him-or herself as a pious participant in the Late Byzantine 

world.106 Imitation of the physical form of the holy is a crucial aspect of becoming god-

like, or theosis.107 Mimesis was only wholly and properly achieved through awareness 

and control of the individual’s appearance and actions.108 The more spiritually apparent 

the pose, the more devout the subject himself was imagined to have been.109 Byzantines 

from the late Middle period created images according to cultural formulae. Restricted 

movement was paramount etiquette for the pious Byzantine.  

Movement and a Sense of Self 

Regulations of depiction were so imperative to the effectiveness of the icon, that 

when Gregory Melissenos, a late Byzantine cleric, encountered an early Italian 

Renaissance version of sacred art he felt no relationship to the figures depicted: 

 
When I enter a church of the Latins, I do not revere any of 
the [images of] saints that are there, because I do not 
recognize any of them. At the most, I may recognize Christ, 
but I do not revere him either, since I do not know how he 
is inscribed. But I make my own [sign of] the cross and 
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revere it. I revere the cross that I make myself, and not 
anything else that I see there110  

 

This incident attests to the long cultural tradition of specific conventions for 

images.111 In Late Byzantine culture one was encouraged to see past the “‘somatic’ 

(bodily, corporeal, physical),” and envision the “‘noetic (spiritual, mental, 

intellectual).”112 The Christ Child’s agitated movement in the central icon of the 

Pausolype panel focused on the corporeal or somatic in order to accentuate the spiritual 

or noetic. Images or visions were gateways between the “visible and the invisible,” the 

external and internal.113  St. John Klimakos’ The Heavenly Ladder (fig 22) drew on the 

early fathers of asceticism, continually reinforcing the correlation between the inner and 

outer selves.  Step twenty-seven in Klimakos’ text describes the importance of bodily 

stillness.114 The relationship between the corporeal and incorporeal self was described by 

the modern scholar John Chryssavgis as a “reciprocal” one, and he makes reference to the 

Apostle Paul, who stated that, “the intellect often conforms to the body.”115  Monks, for 

example, prayed ceaselessly, but were also expected to pray in private with their body 

extended to the heavens, unmoving, their arms lifted to form a cross.116 The monastic 

                                                
110 Maguire, The Icons of their Bodies, 46 n52.  
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origin for the Pausolype icon adds another layer to consider, when considering Byzantine 

ideas of proper movement. 

 Inappropriate movement of any kind during prayer was a serious offense, as 

recorded in Middle Byzantine sources: “Symeon the Theologian prescribed strict 

discipline for the body during prayer, and Psellos followed the same vein when he 

censured a priest for excessively moving his lips, shoulders, and hands.”117 Stillness 

prevented lurking demonic distraction and allowed for a closer connection to the 

divine.118  

The more connected with the inner world one was, the wider the access to the 

heavenly realm, the more immaterial the subject became.119  Only specific saints were 

able to achieve this status. In Maguire’s study on “Corporality and Immateriality,” he 

contrasts the early fourteenth-century images of soldier saints and monastic saints at the 

Church of St. Niketas in Čučer, Macedonia (figs 31, 32).  The soldier saints were unable 

to access the divine in the same way as the monks because of their attachment to the 

terrestrial, and this difference is made visible in the images. The fresco of Saint Niketas, a 

general, shows modeling, and contrapposto, with the result of suggesting a figure in 

motion.120 The depiction of the monks, however, shows their ability to overcome the 

human and be transformed. Their holiness is shown by their flat representation, in which 
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they seem to blend into the picture plane as shadows.121 This division became even more 

pronounced later in the fourteenth century, illustrated by the frescoes of Saint Theodore 

the General and the monastic Saint Ignatios Theophoros in Kastoria at the Church of the 

Taxiarches (figs 33, 34).122 Movement in Late Byzantine visual culture was utilized to 

emphasize the terrestrial connection of those depicted. The Pausolype example of the 

Christ Child in movement, therefore, emphasized his humanity. I believe this assertion of 

corporeality in the context of the Pausolype, however, served to highlight his move from 

one realm into the other.  Sainthood was a democratic exercise; the soldier saint like St. 

Theodore, for example, could achieve the same status as St. Ignatios Theophoros, but not 

if he remained a soldier, linked to earthly concerns. One had to conform to the rules of 

behavior to approach the divine, and “in fully confronting the Transfiguration of Christ, 

the viewer himself is transfigured.”123 The Transfiguration scene on the obverse of the 

Pausolype describes this rather dynamically (fig 19). Transfiguration of the viewer into 

the vision was an essential way to access salvation for the Byzantine pious.  Preparation 

for this event could last a lifetime.  Deliverance was based on this transformation.  A 

monk did not only practice prayer, he eventually “…becomes prayer.” 124 The monastic 

saint Nikon is described by his biographer as “the shadow of a statue…not a man in a 

body.”125 In Byzantine culture the holy were depicted as “shadow” and the vulgar in 

motion. Rarely do we see the moment of transformation from the common or corporeal, 
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to the sacred or incorporeal. I believe that this is exactly what is demonstrated in the 

Pausolype icon. 

Salvation is not only obtained, it can also be embodied, a notion that has 

particular relevance for my project. In particular, the issue of a lack of separation between 

the inner and outer self among Byzantines from the middle to late periods relies upon this 

idea. Stiffness of the body was a tool of the holy, and was used to illustrate piety.  

However, “movement according to nature is energy,” and so specific movement, in some 

contexts, was appropriate.126 Historically, Byzantine etiquette frowned upon excessive 

movement. Formal ceremonies critical to the empire’s stability applied to the state, 

military, economic and ecclesiastical arenas to ‘maintain taxis…(harmonious 

hierarchy).”127 Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos (r. 945-59) warned his son that 

neglecting such ritual would prove fatal, and explained that to disregard these rites: 

 

Is to be left with a view of the empire devoid of ornament 
and deprived of beauty. If the body of a man were not 
gracefully formed, and if its members were casually 
arranged and inharmoniously disposed, one would say the 
result was chaos and disorder. The same is true of the 
institution of empire; if it not be guided and governed by 
order, it will in no way differ from vulgar deportment in a 
private person.128 

 

To achieve stability, the whole institution of Byzantium relied on the individual’s 

rejection of the profane. The common, or the vulgar as described by Porphyrogennetos 

was defined by fatal disorder, chaos that would certainly lead to condemnation. Belting 
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asserts that in Byzantium, vice is therefore an “inability to conceive beauty.”129 

Conversely, ordered physical stillness was a positive trait, one that brought the bearer 

closer to God, provided the ability to withstand temptation, and led to well-reasoned 

action on a personal and therefore spiritual level. Not only did the sacred space of the 

church provide access to the sanctified, but the successful emperor was also envisioned as 

a servant of God, aligned with immaterial bodies, and as such was recognized by his 

institution of ritual posture and composure. In some cases he was even fitted with wings 

to further illustrate his role (fig 35).130 In opposition to the consecrated ruler, the 

condemned were deemed such by their improper display. 

Maguire states that: 

While it is certainly true that Byzantine religious art is not 
entirely devoid of motion, there is no doubt that the pursuit 
of movement and of contortion for its own sake is taken 
much further in (these) secular carving than in any 
examples of church art (fig 36).131  
 

Modern interpretation of the material certainly agrees, however, I am unsure that 

we are able to assert this, and the clean separation of ‘secular’ and ‘religious’ art is again 

deeply problematic. Those traditionally defined as ‘secular;’ the lowborn, slaves, sinners, 

defeated foreigners and actors are usually depicted in action, often shown in various 

states of undress, and unkempt. Poor posture and limbs in disarray, they interact with 

each other rather than with the viewer. Artists disposed of the rigid symmetry of holiness 

when describing the vulgar, those uninitiated in the ritual carriage of salvation. Erratic 
                                                
129 Belting, Likeness and Presence, 263. 
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movement, much like inappropriate nakedness, is often explained in the context of 

demonic possession (fig 37). The vita of Peter of Argos describes an unhappy marriage. 

“The Devil excited in the wife such a hatred toward her husband that as soon as she heard 

him entering the house she would fall down on the floor and quiver.”132 A prostitute who 

accused the sixth-century bishop Gregory of Agrigentum of licentious behavior proved 

herself a liar by falling to the ground, writhing around, and foaming at the mouth. An 

eleventh-century Psalter illuminates the entire event, from the bribing of the young 

woman at the bottom of the page, moving upwards to the redemption of Gregory (fig 

38).133 This visual example corresponds nicely to the textual account. Those consumed 

with terrestrial concerns are unable to grasp the sacred. Commoners, or the uninitiated, 

were prey for the envy of demons, their vulgarity a result of weakness toward evil.   

Images of the impure posed a legitimate danger to the viewer, but they also 

functioned as cautionary tales. In the Life of St. Andrew the Fool, Andrew contemplated 

a battle between the giants and the gods (fig 39) in which the legs of the giant are 

portrayed as serpents. A passerby saw him engaging with this image, and slapped 

Andrew on the neck, in admonishment of the lingering gaze at the offensive image. 

Andrew responded angrily to the man, and rebuked him, insisting that his reading of the 

image belied the fact that his own “heart’s spiritual legs are crooked and going to 

Hades.”134 This evidence is suggestive of the individual’s ability to interpret images 

based on his value. If one’s heart is pure and pious, such a person may ponder these 
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images without tainting him- or herself. The impure, however, displayed an inability fully 

to appreciate this constructed aesthetic, and in the process, they themselves revealed their 

crude souls. Visually apprehended images of the vulgar were not spontaneously invented, 

but exhibit the same careful construction evident in textual descriptions.135 Lascivious 

behavior was not primarily understood as deriving from an external temptation.  The 

most threatening evil came from within and with proper guidance any individual “by 

means of confession [would] vomit out the poison of sin, spitting out the venom,” which 

manifested itself physically as did the fluids of the holy.136   Corporeal incorruptibility 

was assured by stillness, for example “… [they were] delivered into the fiery flames and 

having their corpses which escaped being reduced to cinders by virtue of the firmness of 

their nature.”137 The Byzantines’ strong desire to construct accurate images is essential to 

the discussion of accepted movement.138 The Christ Child’s movement in the central 

Pausolype image was constructed to emphasize the corporeality of Christ’s humanity. In 

this image the Christ Child accepts his birth into the physical, by virtue of his motion, in 

order to encourage the rejection of that very same concept, as will be explained below. 

Movement and the Assertion of Emotion 

Byzantine images, in fact, are regularly defined by the static nature of their 

subjects. The more static the pose, the more immaterial one became. The movement of 
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the Christ child in the Pausolype, therefore, is unusual. In Belting’s “The Portrait of the 

Dead God (Imago Pietatis),” the second chapter in his book The Image and Its Public in 

the Middle Ages: Form and Function of Early Paintings of the Passion, he uses a mid-

fourteenth century Bohemian diptych of the Pelagontissa and the Man of Sorrows (figs 

40, 41), as it depicts two separate, but interdependent images which,  “…produces a 

synopsis of two feelings and two time planes…”139 Images like the Kykkotissa and 

Pelagontissa types (figs 5, 6, 40) are the basis on which the theological significance of the 

Pausolype icon depends, all of which are linked to the problematic Eleousa, “Virgin of 

Tenderness or Mercy.”140  

I assert that the cessation of sorrow moment (fig 3) is a theological one of lament, 

not a stylistic choice, and arises from debate between Mary and her Son regarding his 

impending sacrifice. I will also prove that the Christ Child’s agitated movement is 

indicative of his role as the Eucharistic host.141 Belting places the Eleousa under the 

heading of “New Images of the Virgin” in his comprehensive volume Likeness and 

Presence: A History of the Image Before the Era of Art. Victor Lasareff’s early definition 

of the Eleousa type attempts to recognize it as the development of the Hodegetria. “As 

the result of the heads of the Virgin and Child being drawn closer together…[the child] 

lifted a little higher, embraced his mother’s neck, and nestled his little cheek against 

hers.”142 The assumption that this is an expression of mother-son human compassion is 

much too simplified. I am not the first to call this into question. Chrysanthe Baltoyianni 

challenged Lasareff’s ‘playing child’ assertion with specific reference to Kardiotissa 
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exempla.143 Current scholars generally disagree with Lasareff’s out-dated ideas, however, 

I believe that the popular discussions of Byzantine “sorrow” and “emotion” often 

undermines this rejection of the Lasareffian type.144 While I agree with scholars like 

Weyl Carr and Corrie that the Christ Child’s movement makes reference to his 

humanness, it does not do so in the sentimental way Lasereff concludes. Rather, this 

movement is indicative of his transformation from the physical realm into the “other 

worldly” moment associated with the traditional formula of an icon. In its visual 

relationship to the vita icon the Pausolype differs from its antecedents, the Kykkotissa 

and Pelegontissa.  

Lasareff’s idea of a playing child and his “little cheek” are imposed by a western 

and modern idea, and Belting asserts that “…one must argue that we know almost 

nothing about the titles or history of such icons in the Byzantine period. The images of 

the Mother of Tenderness are a case in point. The term Eleousa, or “compassionate one,” 

refers to a general theological role and not to a specific type of icon.145 Belting describes 

this ‘emotional’ type as one of “prolepsis” or anticipation.146 In addition to Belting, 

Maguire has added much to the discussion of emotion, which he recognizes as sorrow in 

Late Middle Byzantine sources. It is crucial for us to contextualize the assertion of 

sorrow, not only as a two-dimensional reference to human emotion, but also as a dynamic 

aspect of Middle to Late Byzantine biblical culture. 
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 The sixth-century hymn by Romanus the Melodos describes how Christ argues 

with his mother that he can only redeem Adam through his death, “You are called full of 

grace [Kecharitomenē] and must show yourself worthy of the title [klēsis] by ceasing to 

weep.”147 Here he instructs his Mother to cease sorrow. According to Margaret Alexiou, 

“Mary reacts to her son’s theological argument not as a woman who is divinely 

inspired…it is through her gradual and painful realization of the necessity of the 

crucifixion that the dramatic tension is created and sustained.”148 There are precedents for 

such a connection; Belting observed a connection to the Passion between the Man of 

Sorrows and the Hodegetria “whose face is distorted by pain” in a Kastorian two-sided 

icon that had a role in the Lamentations of the Virgin during Holy Week.149 “In another 

text Mary talks at the foot of the cross to her “dearest child,” whose “motionless limbs, 

silent mouth, and closed eyes” remind her of the contrast with her former joy”150 

 

 … [I]cons of the Mother of Tenderness, which, when 
including the Passion, met the theological requirements by 
treating a double theme. The Mother, which alludes to the 
Passion through her facial expression, represents on a 
single panel the whole of a theological system, which is 
centered both on the Incarnation and in the death on the 
cross. As her role of intercession was linked to her role in 
salvation, the beholder worshipped her hands, which had 
helped both to bring up the Child and to lay the Son in his 
tomb.151 
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The Pausolype shares visual similarities to the Vladimir Panel, (fig 42) she looks 

into the future with her melancholy gaze disengaged from the “passionate tenderness” 

shown by the child.152 In both the obverse and reverse of the Pausolype icon (figs 1, 2) 

we see her as “Psellus describes her, at the foot of the cross “musing within. Her eyes are 

fixed on inexpressible ideas, and within her soul.”153 Maguire asserts that;  

 

 The association of Symeon’s prophecy with Mary’s grief at 
her son’s death was discreetly alluded to in the iconography 
of the Presentation in Byzantine art. The transfer of the 
child from the arms of his mother to the embrace of 
Symeon enabled Mary to respond to his prophecy in the 
form of a propleptic gesture of sorrow which anticipated 
her role at the Crucifixion” (figs 18, 2).154  

  

 In contrast to the subdued representation of the Christ Child in the Vladimir icon, 

(fig 42) the child in the Pausolype (fig 3) and the similar Kykkos (fig 5) examples kicks 

restlessly, grabbing at his mother’s veil.155 I disagree with Weyl Carr’s description of the 

Christ Child’s “plump little kicking legs” in a similar icon, simply, as indicative of his 

child-like humanity.156 This movement has too often been misinterpreted as essentially 

emotive. I assert that more importantly this action bears a transformative and liturgical 

function, and perhaps serves as symbol of the Eucharist. The insertion of movement in 
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the Late Byzantine Pausolype panel functioned as an indicator of transition between the 

terrestrial and the divine, making reference to the Eucharist.157  

 In the central Pausolype icon our focus is placed on the Virgin Mary’s sorrow, 

however, her lament is the result of the transformation of the Christ Child represented in 

the Presentation (fig 18) in the upper right corner. According to Maguire, “rapid or 

energetic movement is usually left to angels and animals; occasionally the figure of 

Symeon in scenes of the Presentation of Christ is shown for emotive effect, rushing 

toward the object of his desire.”158 Belting linked this violent movement to the 

Presentation of the Christ Child in the Temple as he pushes away from his mother in 

favor of Symeon. Maguire sees Mary’s gesture as one of “proleptic” sorrow, and Belting 

explains that, “the motif should not be interpreted as a child’s behavior but as a symbol of 

Christ’s preparation of the Passion, which he accepts as his destiny.”159 A homily 

attributed to George of Nicomedia, of the ninth century describes the meeting:160 

            

  [The mother] held [the infant] back a little, for she did not 
yet clearly know that the old man had arrived at the temple 
in the Spirit.  But then when she saw the divine baby 
leaping in her arms and striving to jump out into his hands, 
she more quickly recognized the force of the mystery, and 
gave over the child to the outstretched hands of the old 
man.161  
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Symeon is the first to tell Mary of the passion, and wraps him in a Eucharistic 

cloth. The Christ child accepts his fate eagerly.162 

   

   Most reverend Sir, receive [the child] who hurries to you 
rather than to me who gave him birth; receive him who 
yearns for you rather than Joseph; receive him who as it 
seems, considers his love for me his mother second to his 
affection for you…. The Mother of God said these things, 
and placed her son in the hands of the old man. But he 
inclined his face toward the child as quickly as 
possible….163 

  

 This specific type, the Virgin Pausolype, has strong visual ties to Cypriot images, 

and demonstrates the artists’ knowledge of Italian painting. It is most often visually 

associated with the Kykkotissa (fig 5) and Pelagontissa (figs 6, 40) iconographic types.164 

The Kykkotissa illustrates a frontally held, kicking child which owes its inspiration to the 

Cypriot image at the monastery at Kykko. Similar to the Virgin of Pelagonia, we see that 

the Pausolype is a synthesis or a revision of the Vladimir and Kykkos aesthetic. Belting 

observed the complexities of these images as they treat a double theme and “attempt to 

match poetry.”165 I think that we should consider that the poetry and the image were 

contemporaries, not that the object was constructed to illustrate text. “The poetic manner 

of conveying theological ideas addresses a beholder versed in rhetoric who enjoyed the 

subtle alliterations, analogies, and antitheses, in which a character depiction becomes a 

theological figure of speech.”166 Less dramatic to the modern eye, in this Late Byzantine 

example, Mary’s posture does in fact repeat itself in the Presentation and Crucifixion 
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(figs 18, 2). She reaches out her hands in what I perceive as a gesture of longing to accept 

her child, the Eucharistic host. At his Presentation and his Crucifixion, she again extends 

her arms toward her son.  

Then I touched with my lips your lips as sweet as honey 
and as fresh as dew. Then you slept on my breast as a child, 
and now you sleep as a dead man in my arms….Once I 
took care of your swaddling clothes and now of your 
shroud….Once I lifted you up in my arms when you 
skipped and jumped like a child, and now you lie 
[motionless] in them like the dead.167 

 

In reference to Kykkotissa examples, Corrie comes to the conclusion that the 

majority of thirteenth-century viewers made a tripartite connection “between the bare-

legged, leaping child, the crucified Christ, and the Eucharistic host.”168 The Pausolype 

icon presents the same association as an innovation of the Kykkotissa type. This three-

way connection relies upon the relationship between the movement depicted in the icon, 

and the movement of the faithful in the presence of the image. The unusual insertion of 

action in Byzantine visual culture constructed a complex experience of ritual. Constant 

repetition of antithetical themes like the birth and death of the Christ Child from all forms 

of Late Byzantine media worked to reinforce the orthodox goals of the Palaiologan 

dynasty. The Pausolype image became imprinted on the mind of the faithful as a vision of 

salvation. 169  
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I believe that the distinct split of the participant in the nave and participant in the 

sanctuary also highlighted the path to redemption. The congregation knew both sides of 

the Pausolype, as a processional image.  When the icon was inserted into the templon 

screen access to the Crucifixion scene was reserved for those privileged enough to enter 

the sanctuary. The Pausolype, in effect, offered instruction to the corporeal beings of the 

nave on how to achieve entrance into the sanctuary and therefore receive the Eucharist 

without the separation of spoon and screen. To gain access to the sanctuary was to gain 

access to the heavens. 

I assert that the Late Byzantine moving Christ depicted in the Pausolype panel 

could therefore be understood as the embodiment of salvation. The moving Christ 

emphasizes his human birth as he moves eagerly to discard it. The pious were therefore 

encouraged to imitate his transformation in order to be saved from the temptations of the 

body improper. The rejection of the physical could only be achieved through mimesis of 

the holy. Tools like the Pausolype, therefore, were crucial in the process of attaining the 

divine incorporeality of redemption.  
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Figures 

                            

Figure 1. Obverse, Two–Sided Icon with the 
Virgin Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the 
Crucifixion and Prophets, Byzantine 
(Constantinople?), second half of the 14th century 
Collection of the Ecumenical Patriarchate, 
Istanbul  

(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.) 
 

Figure 2. Reverse, Two–Sided Icon with the 
Virgin Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the 
Crucifixion and Prophets, Byzantine 
(Constantinople?), second half of the 14th century 
Collection of the Ecumenical Patriarchate, 
Istanbul  

(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.) 
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Figure 3. Detail, Obverse, Two–Sided Icon with the 
Virgin Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the 
Crucifixion and Prophets, Byzantine 
(Constantinople?), second half of the 14th century 
Collection of the Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul 
 
(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.)  

Figure 4. Patriarch Bartholemew and Archbishop Demetrius of America in New 
York in 2004, at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, viewing the obverse, Two–Sided 
Icon with the Virgin Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the Crucifixion and Prophets  
(http://www.schgochurch.org/Juris-EcumPat.htm 
accessed May 17, 2010) 
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Figure 5. Virgin Kykkotissa with Prophets and Saints, 
11th century, Monastery of Saint Catherine, Mount Sinai 
 
(Belting, Likeness and Presence, 293) 

Figure 6. Icon with the Holy Virgin 
Pelagontissa, 1421-22 
 
(http://www.mpc.org.mk/_images/Galerii/I
koni/tn/AUT31704.jpg) 
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Figure 7. St. George vita icon, 13th century, 
Monastery of St. Catherine, Mt. Sinai  
 
(Fowler) 

Figure 8. St. Nicholas vita icon, 13th century, 
Monastery of St. Catherine, Mt. Sinai  
 
(Fowler) 
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Figure 10. Map showing location of Chalki 
 
(http://www.rhodes-
greece.info/Categoriesview.asp?Category=223&%3BLang=EN&%3Bloc=17 
Accessed March 22, 2010) 

Figure 9. Map showing location of Mount Galesion 
 
(Greenfield, The Life of Lazaros of Mt. Galesion, 35) 
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Figure 11. Five-panel Deesis row, Iconostasis in the 
Cathedral of the Annunciation in Moscow Kremlin 
by Theophanes the Greek, 1405 - the first five-row 
Iconostasis 
 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Iconostasis_in_M
oscow.jpg 
Accessed July 31, 2010) 
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Figure 12. Annunciation, Detail, Obverse, 
Two–Sided Icon with the Virgin  Pausolype 
and Feast Scenes and the Crucifixion and 
Prophets, Byzantine (Constantinople?), 
second half of the 14th century Collection 
of the Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul 
 
(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.)  
 

Figure 13. Baptism, Detail, Obverse, 
Two–Sided Icon with the Virgin 
Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the 
Crucifixion and Prophets, Byzantine 
(Constantinople?), second half of the 
14th century Collection of the 
Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul 
 
(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.)  
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Figure 14. Raising of Lazarus, Detail, 
Obverse, Two–Sided Icon with the Virgin 
Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the 
Crucifixion and Prophets, Byzantine 
(Constantinople?), second half of the 
14th century Collection of the 
Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul 
 
(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.)  
 
 

Figure 15. Anastasis, Detail, Obverse, 
Two–Sided Icon with the Virgin 
Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the 
Crucifixion and Prophets, Byzantine 
(Constantinople?), second half of the 
14th century Collection of the 
Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul 
 
(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.)  
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Figure 16. Nativity, Detail, Obverse, 
Two–Sided Icon with the Virgin 
Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the 
Crucifixion and Prophets, Byzantine 
(Constantinople?), second half of the 
14th century Collection of the 
Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul 
 
(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.)  
 

Figure 17. Ascension, Detail, Obverse, 
Two–Sided Icon with the Virgin 
Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the 
Crucifixion and Prophets, Byzantine 
(Constantinople?), second half of the 
14th century Collection of the 
Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul 
 
(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.)  
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Figure 18. Presentation, Detail, 
Obverse, Two–Sided Icon with the 
Virgin Pausolype and Feast Scenes 
and the Crucifixion and Prophets, 
Byzantine (Constantinople?), second 
half of the 14th century Collection of 
the Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul 
 
(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.)  
 
 

Figure 19. Transfiguration, Detail, 
Obverse, Two–Sided Icon with the Virgin 
Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the 
Crucifixion and Prophets, Byzantine 
(Constantinople?), second half of the 
14th century Collection of the 
Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul 
 
(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.)  
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Figure 20. Entry into Jerusalem, Detail, 
Obverse, Two–Sided Icon with the Virgin 
Pausolype and Feast Scenes and the 
Crucifixion and Prophets, Byzantine 
(Constantinople?), second half of the 14th 
century Collection of the Ecumenical 
Patriarchate, Istanbul 
 
(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.)  
 
 

Figure 21. Dormition of the Virgin, 
Detail, Obverse, Two–Sided Icon with 
the Virgin Pausolype and Feast Scenes 
and the Crucifixion and Prophets, 
Byzantine (Constantinople?), second half 
of the 14th century Collection of the 
Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul 
 
(Weyl Carr, “Two-Sided Icon,” 167.)  
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Figure 22. The Ladder of Divine Ascent 12th century, St. 
Catherine's Monastery, Sinai Peninsula, Egypt 
 
(http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fb/The
_Ladder_of_Divine_Ascent.jpg) 

Figure 23. Diptych of the Virgin and Child Enthroned with Archangels Raphael and Gabriel and Donor 
and the Crucifixion with the Virgin and Saint John the Evangelist, Probably Saint-Jean d’Acre, ca. 
1275-85, tempera on panel 
 
(Corrie, “288. Diptych of the Virgin and Child Enthroned with Archangels Raphael and Gabriel and 
Donor and the Crucifixion with the Virgin and Saint John the Evangelist,” 479) 
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Figure 24. Tunic with Panels of 
Dionysian Figures, 400–500 Byzantine; 
Said to be from Panopolis (now 
Akhmim), Egypt 
Linen, undyed, with wool panels in 
tapestry weave 
68 3/4 x 53 in. (174.6 x 134.6 cm) 
 
(http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works
-of-art/26.9.9) 

Figure 25. Aksthistos Hymn: Strophe 24, with 
celebration of the Hodegetria. Fresco, 14th 
century, Markov Monastery, FYR-
Macedonia 
 
(Ševčenko Icons in the Liturgy, fig 10) 
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Figure 26. Detail, Embroidery with a Church Procession, Moscow, Grand Prince’s 
workshops, 1498, Taffeta and damask, embroidered with gold and silver threads 93.5 
x 98.5 cm (36 ¾ x 38 ¾ in.) 
 
(Efimova, “195. Embroidery with a Church Procession,” 323) 

Figure 27. View from the Nave, Templon Screen 
with bilateral icons, St. George, Staro Nagoričino 
 
(Gerstel, “An Alternate View of the Late Byzantine 
Sanctuary Screen,” 137)  

Figure 28. View from the Sanctuary, Templon Screen with 
bilateral icons, St. George, Staro Nagoričino 
 
(Gerstel, “An Alternate View of the Late Byzantine 
Sanctuary Screen,” 146) 
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Figure 29. Presentation Scene, Symeon and 
John the Baptist, north wall painting, 1191,  
Monastery church, Lagoudera, Cyprus 
 
(Maguire, “The Iconography of Symeon with 
the Christ Child in Byzantine Art.”) 

Figure 30. Madonna of the Passion, south wall 
painting, 1191, Monastery church, Lagoudera, Cyprus 
 
(Maguire, “The Iconography of Symeon with the 
Christ Child in Byzantine Art.” 
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Figure 31. Saint Niketas, fresco, early 14th 
century, Čučer, Church of St. Niketas  
 
(Maguire, Icons of their Bodies, 50) 

Figure 32. Saints Paul of Thebes and Anthony, 
fresco, early 14th century, Čučer, Church of St. 
Niketas  
 
(Maguire, Icons of their Bodies, 50) 
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Figure 33. St. Theodore the General, fresco, 1359-
60, Kastoria, Church of the Taxiarches  
 
 (Maguire, Icons of Their Bodies, 53) 

Figure 34. St. Ignatios Theophoros, fresco, 1359-
60, Kastoria, Church of the Taxiarches  
 
(Maguire, Icons of Their Bodies, 53) 

Figure 35. Byzantine Coin with Winged 
Emperor 
 
(Maguire, “The Heavenly Court,” 250) 
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Figure 37. Healing of boy possessed by a devil. 
Gospel book, Mount Athos, Iviron Monastery, 
MS 5, fol. 177v. 
 
(Maguire & Maguire, Other Icons, 136) 
 

Figure 36. Naked performer. Detail of a bone 
casket, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York 
 
 
(Maguire & Maguire, Other Icons, 115 
Maguire, “The Profane Aesthetic in 
Byzantine Art and Literature.” Fig. 33. IN 
this source Maguire calls the same image 
“Naked warrior.”) 
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Figure 38. Gregory Nazianzus and the poor, The 
Liturgical Homilies of Gregory Nazianzus,  
12th century, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, MS Gr. 550, fol. 51r. 
 
(Jennifer Ball, Byzantine Dress: Representations of 
Secular Dress in Eighth- to Twelfth-Century 
Painting, (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 
17) 
 

Figure 39. Giants, Theriaka of Nikander, 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, suppl. gr. 
247, fol. 47, Paris 
 
(Maguire, “The Profane Aesthetic in Byzantine 
Art and Literature.” Fig. 3) 
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 Figure 41. Giants, Theriaka of 

Nikander, Bibliothèque Nationale 
suppl. gr. 247, fol. 47, Paris 
 
Dumbarton Oaks Papers, no. 53 
 

Figure 40. Pelegontissa, Bohemian diptych, mid-
14th century, Karlsruhe, Kunstahalle  
 
(Belting, Likeness and Presence, 285) 

Figure 41. Man of Sorrows, Bohemian diptych, mid-14th 
century, Karlsruhe, Kunstahalle 
 
(Belting, Likeness and Presence, 285) 
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Figure 42. Theotokos of Vladimir, 
12th century, Tretyakov Gallery 
 
(http://commons.wikimedia.org/w
iki/File:Vladimirskaya.jpg 
Accessed August 1, 2010) 


